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A corrigendum on

Selective attention decoding in bimodal cochlear implant users

Dolhopiatenko, H., and Nogueira, W. (2023). Front. Neurosci. 14:1155984.

doi: 10.3389/fnins.2022.1057605

Incorrect Funding

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. The Funding

statement is not full. Original incorrect text: “This work was supported by the Deutsche

Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) cluster of excellence EXC

2177/1. Part of these results is part of the project that received funding from the

European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon-ERC Program

(Grant agreement READIHEAR No. 101044753-PI: WN).” The correct Funding statement

appears below.

Funding

This work is a part of the project BiMoFuse: Binaural Fusion between Electric

and Acoustic Stimulation in Bimodal CI Subjects (ID: 20-1588, PI: WN) funded

by William Demant Foundation. This work was also supported by the Deutsche

Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) cluster of excellence EXC

2177/1. Part of these results is part of the project that received funding from the European

Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon-ERC programme (Grant

agreement READIHEAR No. 101044753. PI: WN).

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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